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QUESTION 1

You have set an alarm to be generated when the CPU usage of a specified instance is greater than 10%. In the alarm
behavior view below you notice that the critical condition happened around 23:30. You were expecting a notification
after 1 minute, however, the alarm firing state did not begin until 23:33. 

What should you change to fix it? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Change the alarm\\'s metric interval to 1. 

B. Change the alarm condition to be grater than 3%. 

C. Change the notification topic that you previously associated with the alarm. 

D. Change the alarm\\'s trigger delay minutes value to 1. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been monitoring your company\\'s applications running in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and notice that
the application is using OCI Traffic Management service. This service uses a traffic steering policy to distribute the DNS
traffic based on subnet addresses in a rule set. 

Which steering policy is in use in this particular case? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Load Balancing policy 

B. Geolocation steering 

C. ASN steering policy 

D. IP Prefix steering 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://k21academy.com/1z0-997/traffic-management-in-oci/ 

 

QUESTION 3
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Security Testing Policy describes when and how you may conduct certain types of security testing of Oracle Cloud
Services, including vulnerability and penetration tests, as well as tests involving data scraping tools. 

What does Oracle allow as part of this testing? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Customers are allowed to use their own testing and monitoring tools. 

B. Customers can simulate DoS attack scenarios as long as it\\'s restricted to the customer\\'s own environment. 

C. Customers can validate that their network resources are isolated from other customer resources. 

D. Customers are allowed to test Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) hardware related to resources in their tenancy. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Security/Concepts/security_testing-policy.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to investigate a potential security risk on your company\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
tenancy. You decide to start by looking through the audit logs for suspicious activity. 

How can you retrieve the audit logs using the OCI Command Line Interface (CLI)? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci audit event list –-end-time $end-time –-compartment-id $compartment-id 

B. oci audit event list –-start-time $start-time –-compartment-id $compartment-id 

C. oci audit event list –-start-time $start-time –-end-time $end-time –-compartment-id $compartment-id 

D. oci audit event list –-start-time $start-time –-end-time $end–time –-tenancy-id $tenancy–id 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Here is a partial code from a Terraform template written for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI): What operation(s) does it
perform? (Choose the best answer.) 
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A. Provides object read and write access for an OCI Object Storage bucket. 

B. Creates a pre-authenticated request for objects in an OCI Object Storage bucket. 

C. Creates a URL to provide access to an OCI Object Storage bucket for managing objects. 

D. Creates a lifecycle policy for an OCI Object Storage bucket for moving data to Archival storage at a specified time. 

Correct Answer: A 
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